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Finding good quality tools and products that help me
whilst carrying out my craft, make all the difference,
they can even save me time and money.
Some also make the job safer & easier.
Which when your responsible for every penny you
invest in tools it's a big plus for me.
In summer 2012 I reviewed a great tool called
LadderLimb, www.ladderlimb.net this is now a global
success. And is used on all my jobs now where "a
third hand" is needed when working up a ladder, it's
time to share another great find: ProGutter.
LadderLimb & ProGutter work really well together
one compliments the other.

When carrying out exterior decorating I alway make a
point of cleaning the gutters, both inside and out.

I can't remember the last time I painted metal ones
but I do remember coating the insides with black
bitumen, not a job I loved to do...
Mostly nowadays gutters are plastic and come in
many styles and shapes. Standard black guttering
gets a good wash down with Krud Kutter then a rinse
with warm clean water, but I clean the white plastic
ones on the outside with MultiTask rinsing as above,
I clean the inside of debris using ProGutter, this in
it's self can prove a time consuming task and very
messy and like any work on ladders, dangerous.
I have found that when using ProGutter not only is it
safer, it's much much more easier, because the
debris is in effect effortlessly drawn towards me, I
no longer have to stretch.
Using the specific ProGutter attachment that
matches the gutter profile connected to a telescopic
roller pole I am moving the ladder less so it's also
faster, In fact, I can now clean the whole side of most
houses from one ladder position.

Depending on the volume of debris in the gutter
clean a meter at a time, follow sensible Heath and
safety practices at all times, as well as common
sense.
Gutter cleaning just got so much easier!

Clearing gutters that are hard to reach, say over a
garage, or conservatory, or even a porch is now a
breeze.
ProGutter attachments are manufactured in the Uk
using high performance plastic composite, are
lightweight, durable and strong, and made for the
professional tradesperson or serious DIYer, and built
to last.
Four universal attachments each weighing approx
50 grams, have a low profile design to enable easier
access if roof tiles are low, available separately or in
a set of four, the box set is the best buy as it comes
in a very smart storage box with foam cut outs for
each design.
There is nothing worse, when your looking for a tool
or product in your van, and it's just lost amongst
your tool kit.
They are all in one easy to find place, stored away
neatly until your next job!

Ogee, Small Half Round, Half Round, Square Line,
attachments are manufactured to be used in the
matching gutter profiles. This allows more debris to
be collected in a single pass, all attachments are
designed so that they don't hit or snag on the
brackets/securing clips.
For deep valley gutter cleaning, ProGutter
recommend using the half round attachment.

Using an Acme thread in its construction allows for a
much easier connection to most telescopic
extension poles.
ProGutter can also supply 3m & 5m steel telescopic
extension poles.
An angled adapter is also available to enable gutter
cleaning whilst standing on the floor, brilliant on
bungalows, conservatories, porches and garages.
I would not recommend clearing debris from gutter
on a house from the floor as this could prove very
dangerous.

ProGutter is must have tool for any professional
trade person or fit and able DIYer

Features
• Up to 5m gutter cleaning possible from one position
• Attach to either Left or right hand side of attachment

• Fits Unger poles & most telescopic extension poles
• Lightweight only 50 grams approx

• 3m & 5m telescopic extension poles available
• Single attachments

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acme thread
Four different attachments available
Made of strong high performance plastic composite
Angled adaptor
Use in the following gutter profiles, Half Round, Square Line, Ogee, Small Half Round
Free storage box when purchasing a box of set four
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